
BEST PRACTICE - 1 
1. Title of the Practice: Organization of “Alankaran Samaroh” in the 

campus. 

2. Objective of Practice: To encourage the meritorious students and to 

felicitate their families. 

3. Context: The University toppers of each course are honoured by VC (often 

in presence of Governor) during the university convocation. However the 

student who fail to appear in university merit but remain first, second and third 

rankers at college level need appropriate boost for their efforts. Hence, during 

the Alankaran Samaroh the toppers and the second and third position holders of 

each class are honoured by the Principal often in the presence of Chief Guest, 

usually Regional Higher Education officer, Bareilly. Felicitation of college 

rankers also stimulate other students to do more efforts and get a chance of 

being honoured in similar fashion. 

4. The Practice: The college releases a list of teachers given responsibility of 

preparing the class wise merit list by the examination cross rolls. The list of 

topper, second and third position holders of each class is handed over by the 

concerned teachers to the master of ceremony of Alankaran Samaroh. The 

reception committee of samaroh is given responsibility of inviting the ranker 

students along with his/her parents by issuing an invitation letter. Moreover, the 

ranker students are telephonically informed about the event. The reception 

committee is also given responsibility of inviting a chief guest, usually Regional 

Higher Education officer, Bareilly and other dignitaries of the city. Mass 

publicity is given to the event for awareness of general student. The cultural 

committee of college selects cultural items when include songs, dance, acts etc. 

for the programme every ranker student is given a trophy along with a 

certificate for his/her achievement. At the end of event all the students are 

provided refreshments. The college does not feel any constraint in organizing 

the programme except the financial burden which occurs in erecting the pandal, 

flower decoration, banners, mike system, fooding and photography. The event 

was overwhelmingly applauded by dignitaries, students as well as their parents. 

5. Evidence of success: The glowing faces of mentioned students boys as well 

as girls and their craze for getting a group photo with their subject teachers itself 

show, their dept affection towards the college for organizing the event. Every 

trophy and certificate delivered is applauded by the house indicates the utility of 

the event. After the event the students with trophy in their hands make a 



glorious moment for them. Entire sequence of event which took place on the 

‘Alankaran Samaroh’ day is recorded on camera. The album labeled with 

Alankaran Samaroh 2018-19 is placed in the Principal office. 

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required: A committee of teachers 

2 for arts, 2 for science, 2 for commerce and 1 for B.Ed. is required for 

preparing a merit list of college. Same committee was given responsibility of 

inviting topper students and their parents for the event. The reception committee 

invited the Chief guest and dignitaries. Selected members of organizing 

committee were give responsibility of setting of Pandal, Stage decoration, 

Trophy distribution management. Master of ceremony conducts the proceedings 

of the samaroh. Nearly one lakh rupees were spent on the event last year. No 

problem was encountered during the organization of event. 

 



BEST PRACTICE - 2 
1. Title of the practice: Organization of “Youth festival in the campus”. 

2. Goals: To identify and promote cultural talent among the students. 

3. Context: Many of the students have instinctive talent in various cultural 

fields. Due to heavy schedule of teaching and learning their talents in fields 

other than academic and sports remain suppressed and deserve exploitation. 

Keeping in view the aforesaid aspect, the college organizes a three day function 

to allow the boys and girls to participate and express their talents in as many as 

15 cultural activities. All the events of the function are widely publicized and 

entire programme is communicated to students in tabular manner. The 

victorious students are honoured by the college on closing day of function. 

4.The Practice: The college organizes competitions on at least 15 activities i.e. 

Group Discussion, Self Made Poetry Recital, Extempore Debate, Slogan 

writing, cartoon making, Rangoli, Mehandi, Quiz (written), Bouquet, Fancy 

Dress, Solo Singing, Nukkad Natak, Story writing, Essay writing and Memoire 

writing. A committee of 2-3 teachers is framed for registering the participants of 

each activity. Students are allowed to perform rehearsal in the presence of 

teachers. A committee of selected teachers is appointed as judges to evaluate the 

performance of participating students. After the completion of competitive 

event, the result of this event is communicated to apex community by the judge. 

On third day, closing event is organized in presence of chief guest. In 2018, 

Divisional Magistrate, Rampur was invited as chief guests. Cultural events are 

also organized to amuse the guests and students in big pandal erected for the 

purpose. The first three victorious students of each event are provided trophy 

and certificate by the chief guest. 

5. Evidence of Success: Mass involvement of students as participants and 

spectators of events organized in youth festival is itself an evidence of success. 

As many as hundred students were awarded trophy by chief guest and special 

guest. Full house clap to award receiving students after delivery of trophy is 

itself an evidence of success of function. Watching the glowing faces of 

students with trophies in their hands were too pleasing moments. Entire 

sequence of events which took and place during organization of cultural event 

and the prize distribution ceremony has been snapped by the photographer 

Entire album of festival labelled Youth Festival “Year” is placed in College 

office. 



6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required: The committee for 

organization of each activity of youth festival was responsible arranging the 

material required for the function. Internal resources were mobilized for the 

purpose. The responsibility for setting the pandal, stage decoration and trophy 

distribution was given to separate committee, specially trained for the purpose. 

Nearly Rs. one lakh was spent on the event. All the students who participated or 

witnessed the closing were offered lunch packets by the college. No problems 

were encountered in organizing the event. 

 

 


